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STATE OF THE WORLD 

A large sheet of paper covers the floor stage left and a large sheet of fabric stage 
right. On the paper, the Architect draws, measures and mutters to himself. On 
the fabric, the Anarchist tears cloth and paints slogans on makeshift flags. 

In the middle, far upstage, Ōkami-San stands in a cartoon wolf head, surveying 
the space. Ōkami-San waits until the audience is seated, waits for them to quiet 
down, waits for the house to go dark, waits longer than is comfortable. 

Ōkami-San scratches behind his ear and has a revelation, forgets it, shakes it off. 
The Architect has a stroke of genius. The Anarchist is overcome by rage. 

Ōkami-San scratches behind his ear and has a revelation, forgets it, shakes it off. 
The Architect barks, “Eureka!”. The Anarchist wails in pain. 

Ōkami-San scratches behind his ear and has a revelation and steps forward 
quickly. The Architect and Anarchist are suspended in thought. 

Ōkami-San.  Prey before me. This space, this place, this universe, existence, 
allthings: the result of a mistake, a break in the pattern of perfect unbeing. All 
that’s all, born of a glitch, a snag in the limitless void. If you have a god, it’s a god 
of accidents and errata. Kneel before your god of, “whoops, shit, oh well.” How 
do i know this? I can smell it at the edges downwind of time. 

The Architect and Anarchist perform the Big Bang Dance. Ōkami-San steps 
forward. 

Prey before me. A speck bumps into another speck and starts to spin. Speck hits 
speck, becomes a mote. Mote hits mote, becomes a flake. Flake smacks flake, 
becomes a grain. Grains to pebble. Pebbles to stone. Stones to boulder. Boulders 
to mountain. Mountains to continent. Continents to planet. How do i know this? 
That’s how i tear it apart. 

The Architect and Anarchist perform the Dance of Inertia. Ōkami-San steps 
forward. 

Prey before me. For i was not built through mistake or accretion. In the 
mythology of me, i come into being with a single thought. One pure, crystalline 
belief of what i am and why i exist. A revelation that sets my physics in motion. 
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Forged, formed and spit out of its forehead. How do i know this? Every moment 
of life has been spent trying to remember that thought. 

The Architect draws a box on his paper. The Anarchist paints a circle. 

I’m nowhere close. 

The Architect performs the Dance of Purposeful Negative Space. The Anarchist 
begins the Dance of Trees Planted in the Sidewalk. 

I’m starving for the answer. But it’s never more than a flick of light off the skin of 
a bubble on a breeze off the edge of perception. (Breathes heavily.) 

THE PROBLEM 

Ōkami-San. And i huff. And i puff. And we start with a question. 

Architect/Anarchist. In a thousand years, what stories will they tell of you?  

Architect. That you’re kind. 

Anarchist. That you’re patient. 

Architect. That you let the world pass by unmolested. 

Anarchist.  Or that you rose, fought -  

Architect/Anarchist.  - and burned this world into your own image.  

Ōkami-San. These teeth aren’t built for the greens of philosophy. 

Architect. Will you channel creation? 

Anarchist. Will you embody change? 

Ōkami-San. These ears aren’t tuned for listening tours. 

Architect/Anarchist. Will you be everything/nothing? 

Ōkami-San. These paws don’t claw for community feedback. 

Architect/Anarchist. The search thrives/dies with a need: this isn’t me.  

Ōkami-San.  This is not a civil body. 

Architect/Anarchist.  Where do i add/clear out? 

Ōkami-San.  This is a tool to tear, rip, eviscerate.  

Architect/Anarchist.  Where do i set the foundation/match? 

Ōkami-San. And look at the world I’m chained to. 

Architect. Where do i shift the pattern? 

Ōkami-San. Look at it! 
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Anarchist. Where do i break the chain? 

Ōkami-San. What place is there for the hunter when life is a petting zoo? 

Architect/Anarchist. What sort of god will i be? 

Ōkami-San. Let’s sniff around for the taboos. 

The Architect draws circuitry. The Anarchist scribbles political slogans. Ōkami-
San takes off the mask. 

We’re survivors. We’re killers. We’re winners. Born wet, wild and writhing on the 
forest floor. Bred to fight. Driven by god’s honest earth. Fuck yeah. We don’t 
accept failure. We don’t accept less than absolute. We don’t accept somewhat. We 
will win or die trying. 

And when you’re not a winner? When you just don’t care enough? When you 
end up exhausted, whimpering, tail between your legs, chained to some rusted 
fence post, where does that get you? 

Collared and cowering. Beaten by the guilt of the you you cannot be. Where is 
that noble inbred commitment to winning? What do you do when you lose track 
of what game you’re even playing? How do you find your purpose when you 
cash out life watching sitcoms, melting into the sofa, coated with potato chip 
shrapnel, accepting an unheated Hot Pocket as a balanced meal, waiting for the 
sun to set so you can fall asleep without feeling ashamed. What then, when 
you’re done trying, but you didn’t die. What keeps you going?  

Sorry, that was dramatic pause, i’m not going to keep you in suspense. Hunger. 

Architect/Anarchist. OH MY GOD I’M STARVING. 

Ōkami-San. Let’s not fool ourselves. Hunger is the only motivation. (Puts mask 
back on.) 

Anarchist. Spread on the mossy knoll, I look up from my kill. blood-stained 
maw, pleasure-dimmed eyes, heart slowing. I survive. (Howls.) 

Architect. Fill out your forms. Submit your hours. Drink at happy hours. Cash 
your checks. Buy your groceries. Cook your foods. Eat your dinners. Lay 
yourself in beds. 

Ōkami-San. Hunger is a universal constant. 

Anarchist. Sprawling on kitchen linoleum, I look up from my food dish. Maw 
slack, eyes wet, laconic heart. I am sustained. (Barks.) 

Architect. Wake yourself up. Brew your coffees. Drive yourself to work. Do 
your works. Attend your meetings. Enjoy your lunches. Do more of your works. 

Ōkami-San. It’s the base life evolves from. The omnipresent starting point. 
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Anarchist. Perching stiffly at a restaurant table, I look up from my clafoutis. 
Teeth clenched, eyes seductive, heart draining. I am needy. (Yells.) Yes, daddy. 
Yeah, just like that! 

Architect. Fill out forms. Submit hours. Drink hours. Cash checks. Buy 
groceries. Cook foods. Eat dinners. Lay in beds. 

Ōkami-San. Hunger is the great leveler.  

Anarchist. Leaning out of line to the soup kitchen, I look up to the joyless 
souls before me. Mouths dry, eyes blank, hearts weak. I am lucky. (Coughs.) 

Architect. Wake ups. Brew coffees. Drive works. Do works. Attend meetings. 
Enjoy lunches. Do more works. 

Ōkami-San. Scavengers don’t debate. 

Anarchist. Half-folded on my roommate’s stained futon, I look up from my 
ramen bowl. Mouth salted, eyes stoned, heart dull. I’m careless. (Dramatic sighs.) 

Architect. Forms. Hours. Drinks. Checks. Foods. sBeds. Wakes. Coffees. 
Drives. Works. Meetings. Lunches. More works. 

Ōkami-San. Keeping score is easy. Food equals another day. A few more 
moments to not be dying. 

Anarchist. Frozen into a muddy fox hole, I look up from my moldy rations. 
Eardrums broken, eyes skittish, heart panicked. I can’t, i can’t, i can’t. (Screams.) 

Architect. Forms hours. Drink checks. Feed beds. Wake coffees. Drive works. 
Meet lunches. More works. 

Ōkami-San. If you have the luxury of considering your life purpose, you’ve lost 
your fear of hunger. 

Anarchist.  Slouching in a molded plastic seat, I look up from my waxy burger. 
Lips greased, eyes blurred, heart syncopating. I am. (Belches.) 

Architect. Formhours. Drinkchecks. Feedbeds. Wakoffees. Driveworks. 
Meetlunches. Moreworks. 

Ōkami-San. Lose touch with hunger, and you’ve lost your honesty. You’ve lost 
what reminds you of the cost of living. 

Anarchist. Sticking to the sour dumpster bottom, i look up from my found life. 
Maw, eyes, heart. I am. (Wails.) 

Architect. Formors. Drinkecks. Feedebs. Wakeoffs. Driverks. Meetunches. 
Moreworks. 

Ōkami-San. I can’t trust your eyes if i can’t see the hunger scars. The animal 
flash of panic and desire. The shiny glint of unoxidized spirit. 

Anarchist. (Wails.) 
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Architect. Forors. Driks. Feebs. Woffs. Derks. Munches. Morks. 

Ōkami-San. Those who suffer between sugar and honey have no sense of truth. 

The Architect performs the Dance of Curb Appeal. The Anarchist performs the 
Dance of You’re Part of the Problem. Ōkami-San takes off the mask. 

Shake it off. Shake it off. In the mythology of me, I awake. Sun breaks over foggy 
forest hills, shimmers in fouled moist gutters. My nose fills with the warming 
must of leaf litter and the heaps of shit and garbage around me. Dewy fur shivers 
in a grassy oak root burrow as aching limbs cramp, kicking my cardboard home. 
The sun heating wood and dirt and piss-stained doorway. Territorial markings 
from rival packs or drunken bar hoppers. 

I don’t want to get up. I don’t want to react to rustling of the birds and squirrels 
or the angry bodega owner with the hose kicking my shopping cart. I want to 
keep sleeping. I want to stay nothing. I want stillness to consume me. But i will 
wake. I have no choice. I need to eat. 

THE BREAKDOWN 

When we’re tired, we snap. When we’re angry, we snap. When we’re scared, we 
snap. When we’re cornered, we snap. When we snap, we snap. This isn’t a phase. 
This isn’t growing pains. We’re not trying to figure things out. This is it. This is 
what we are. There’s no better version of us. We’re built out of the world we can’t 
control. Powerless, ambitious, embarrassed, entitled, belittled, fearless, small, 
compassionate and furious. We don’t bare our teeth to show we’re harmless. We 
bare our teeth because we starve. 

Text in this section overlaps. 

Architect. (Sings “Hillbilly Hare”.) Places all. Bow to your corner, bow to your 
own. 

Anarchist. I’d like to thank the committee, the panelists, the oligarchs, the 
overlords. 

Ōkami-San. And sometimes when we wake, hunger is all you have. Where do 
you go from there. How do you go. 

Architect. Three hands up and round you go, break it up with a dosey do. 
Chicken in the bread pan kickin' out dough. Skip to ma Lou, my darling. 

Anarchist. To all the little people who lifted me up as your lifeless bodies 
stacked below. 

Ōkami-San. Anywhere. Any way you can. Just go. 

Architect. The old lady out, you pretty little thing, promenade around the 
ring. Big foot up and little foot down, make that big foot jar the ground. 

Anarchist. To the biomass of civilization, the legion of unheard and ignored. 
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Ōkami-San. Go toward, go away from, go with, go without. 

Architect. Promenade across the floor, sashay right on out the door. Out the 
door and into the glade, and everybody promenade. 

Anarchist. To the grist in the mill, the common folk with a terminal addiction 
to hope. 

Ōkami-San. Take a step, one paw in front of the other. 

Architect. Now into the brook and fish for the trout, dive right in and splash 
about. Trout, trout, pretty little trout, one more splash and come right out. 

Anarchist. To the unexceptionalism in all of us. To the meek too meek to 
inherit the dirt. 

Ōkami-San. Slow. Deliberate. Cautious. Walk. 

Architect. Whirl, whirl, twist and twirl, jump all round like a flyin' squirrel. 
Now don't you cuss and don't you swear, just come right out and form a square. 

Anarchist. To the chorus of tramps, to the chorus of prophets, to the besieged 
throngs and their silly little dances. 

Ōkami-San. Then faster. Faster. Faster. 

Architect. Now right hand over and left hand under, both join hands and run 
like thunder. Over the hill and over the dale, duck your head and lift your tail. 

Anarchist. To the air-punching proletariat baby fists at the gates of power. To 
you all, i say - run! 

Ōkami-San. Run!  

Architect. Run like thunder, run like hell. Run through marsh and wood and 
dell. Run your feet off, run them round. Run yourself right off the ground. 

Everyone takes a few deep breaths. 

Ōkami-San. What sort of god am i. A wolf on a chain in an abandoned yard. 
Starving on my dreams of the hunt. 

 Ōkami-San puts on the mask and stalks the Anarchist, who has made a weapon. 

Architect. Dear sirs and/or ma’ams. I am responding in regard to your 
lawsuit dated Tuesday. Your assertion that my work has led directly or indirectly 
to the destruction of the tower and residences at 1000 1st Street is specious and 
slanderous. The building i designed was a harmonious composition of airy 
work/live environments with robust, scalable support structures. It was not, in 
your words, a “critically flawed deathtrap of glass and cheap steel.” I designed a 
human-scale oasis that seamlessly blends an imposing, neo-brutalist facade with 
idealistic environmental touches. It would never, as you claim, “crumble into an 
inescapable mountain of deadly negligence.” My structure recalls utopian mid-
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century details as expressed through a contemporary lens of metamaterials and 
would never be the cause of hundreds of injuries nor a single one of your 
supposed “deaths”. In short, your assessment of the theoretical shortcomings of 
my work are founded in no fact supported by aesthetic reality and are 
architecturally slanderous. I reject your claims and suggest the damages you 
claim are a result of your inability to appreciate my effortlessly integrated design. 
In support of my response, see the enclosed article from last month’s New Yorker 
magazine. Sincerely - 

Anarchist. (Howls.) 

REVELATION 

Ōkami-San. Shake it off. Shake it off. (Takes off mask.) Shake it off. Short chain. 
Mind worn down to the dirt. Mental mange from pacing back and forth. Okay. 

Anarchist. Okay. 

Ōkami-San. From here we go… 

Anarchist. …we go to here. 

Ōkami-San. From here we go… 

Anarchist. …here. 

Ōkami-San. Oh. 

Anarchist. Uh. 

Ōkami-San. I see me. 

Anarchist. I see. 

Ōkami-San. I see i’ve made a mistake. You know, i’m about the same age i was 
when i made the same mistake. Oh, if i could go back and be the same age i am 
again. If i knew now what i know now, things would be so. 

Anarchist. Horse. Bar. 

Ōkami-San. Back when i was the same age i am now, i did a lot of dumb things. 
Don’t remember if i learned from them. But somewhere along the line, i learned 
how to forget them. 

Anarchist. A bar and a horse. 

Ōkami-San. And just as important. 

Anarchist. A bar walks into a horse. 

Ōkami-San. Would i really go back to when i was the same age i am now? 

Anarchist. A horse walks into a bar. 

Ōkami-San. In a heartbeat. (Stomp.) 
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Anarchist. A horse walks into a fffffffffffffucking bar. 

Ōkami-San. Maybe then i could tell myself something i need to know. (Stomp.) 

Anarchist. And the fucking bartender - 

Ōkami-San. Something that would’ve saved me so much pain. (Stomp.) 

Anarchist. This shit bartender watches this fucking horse walk into his fucking 
bar - 

Ōkami-San. Some little revelation that would’ve kept me headed toward my 
dreams. (Stomp.) 

Anarchist. A god-damned fucking horse in his mother-fucking bar - 

Ōkami-San. A revelation to rebirth me. (Stomp.) 

Anarchist. This shit-ass bartender says - 

Ōkami-San. But i’ve long since forgotten. 

Anarchist. Why is there a horse in my bar? How did it get in here? Who 
opened the door for it? Is it raining outside? Is it hungry? Does someone in my 
bar own a horse? What sort of horse is this? How do i tell the difference? How do 
i get this horse out of my bar? Why is it looking at me. What sort of thing is it 
thinking. What sort of place did it come from. Where does it want to be. Why 
isn’t it there. Why did it choose to be here. Now. Why me. Why now. How. 
Horse. Why? Horse. 

CALL TO ACTION/SERMON 

Ōkami-San. This is really all pretty damn exhausting. Fits, starts, launching into 
little explosions, then collapsing, falling darkly before shooting out in rage and 
passion all over again. It’s exhausting and it’s temperamental and its me. 

In the mythology of me, I’ve forgotten my own invocation. And i can’t find it, so i 
panic. And i can’t find it, so i whimper. And i can’t find it, so i snap. And i can’t 
find it, so i lunge, attack, bite and bite back. Bloody hands from wearing down 
my claws. Nose scarred from scraping against the dirt. And i’m no closer than i 
ever was. And why does any of it matter? Who am i to stand and whine and 
(stomp) and cry and howl (stomp) at the moon (stomp). What am i to (stomp) think 
i am more than the (stomp) suffering from (stomp) meal to (stomp) meal.  

The Architect and the Anarchist stomp the rhythm of a heartbeat.  

(Stomp, stomp.) Now, i don’t mean to get you down. Hunger is (Stomp, stomp.) 
being. Scrape away the poetry and self-adulation and i’m alive. (Stomp, stomp.) 
Right? That should be enough. All this is wasted (stomp, stomp) breath. Why 
don’t i just calm the (stomp, stomp) down. Accept what i’m given and exempt the 
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(stomp, stomp) exceptions. Be happy with the (stomp, stomp) bones and stop 
whimpering for the (stomp, stomp) meat. (Stomp, stomp.) 

We’ve all got questions we can’t answer. (Stomp, stomp.) Itches on that spot on the 
base of our necks we (stomp, stomp) can’t (stomp, stomp) quite (stomp, stomp) 
scratch (stomp, stomp). Just (stomp, stomp) your howling and live with it. Stop 
making everyone (stomp, stomp). Stop burdening these nice folks (stomp, stomp). 
Stop being so (stomp, stomp) self consuming (stomp, stomp). Stop (stomp, stomp) 
exceptionalizing (stomp, stomp) the simple, (stomp, stomp) common (stomp, stomp), 
voice (stomp, stomp) of a mutt (stomp, stomp) tied (stomp, stomp) by an invented 
(stomp, stomp) chain. (Stomp, stomp.) Just (stomp, stomp) live. 

Stomp, stomp. Stomp, stomp. Stomp, stomp. 

Architect. A line. (Draws a three dimensional building in air, breaking out of his 
box.) Starting here… to… here. Then another. Connecting, intersecting. Three of 
them and now a plane. A wall. A boundary. Four of those and now a space. A 
place. A room. A container for being. 

Anarchist. A force. (Goes to the audience to inspire and recruit.) A need, starting 
with one. Are you with me? Infecting another. Are you with us? Spreading like 
fire. To you. Then you. Interconnecting - boop, boop, boop - cutting through and 
binding together. An awakening. A truth. A shift. A movement. A resistance. 
What? A rebellion. 

Both.  I can’t explain this simply… but I can try. 

Architect. More than its lines. More than its planes. More than its disruption 
of unbeing. 

Anarchist. More than our voices. More than our bodies. More than a collection 
of complaint. 

Architect. An act of creation against the will of entropy. 

Anarchist. An act of defiance against the corpus of complacency. 

Architect. A sanctuary against nothingness. 

Anarchist. A “fuck you” to status quo. 

Architect. A dream built real. 

Anarchist. A vision grown strong. 

Both.  Something whole and true - 

Anarchist. - built to survive - 

Architect. - designed to thrive.  

Both.  And all created from the raw material of existence. 

Ōkami-San. And what is that. 
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Anarchist. - 

Architect. - 

Anarchist. We had a little thing going here. 

Architect. You just gonna keep getting in the way? 

Anarchist. It’s made out of effort. 

Architect. Made from sweat. 

Anarchist. Made from action. 

Architect. Vision. 

Anarchist. Blood. 

Architect. Drive. 

Anarchist. Aching. 

Architect. Need. 

Anarchist. Desire. 

Architect. Passion. 

Anarchist. Fury. 

Architect. Compulsion. 

Anarchist. Rage. 

Architect. What other name 

Anarchist. does it have? 

Ōkami-San. Hunger.  

Architect. Build with it. 

Anarchist. Inspire with it. 

Ōkami-San. Hunger as material. Hunger as power to burn down this world and 
build it at the same time. Hunger as foundation. 

In the mythology of me, I was born of single thought. The revelation that hunger 
reminds us we exist. And existence is the power of change. We don’t hunger just 
to be. We hunger to do. 

In the mythology of us all, we are born of our own acts of creation. So hunger - to 
build your world. Hunger - to bring it to life. Howl - in pain and fury and love 
and desire to push back the unbeing, to challenge the universe, to declare you. 

Now, what sort of god are you?  
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They howl, encouraging the audience to howl along. Blackout. 
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